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General: Range 1 Kill House is a 40 room, single story, indoor 360° Kill 
House, with ballistic walls capable of stopping rounds up to 5.56mm.  Its primary 
use is to train the unit during live fire exercise to move tactically, engage targets, 
conduct breaches, and practice target discrimination in an urban environment.  
Units will employ techniques outlined by The Kill House or the trainer in the local 
departments. All requests; will be submitted to Scheduling Section 30 days prior 
to the requested training date.  The Kill House training will be considered a Non 
Standard Training event. A packet containing risk assessment, training scenario, 
and Unit Commander Certification that all personnel have met the prerequisites 
for live fire training.  

The Illinois police training college will feature a 12 position 120 by 50 
tactical carbine range and a 15 position 60 by 40 tactical pistol range. 
Other features such as a complete gun store for all members not open to the 
public, gun smiting and custom AR 15 store, and all training equipment such as 
BDU’s shirts, ammo, police supply by 5.11 and Blackhawk. 
In building number three we will have two class rooms with a folding wall to make 
one large one. Also in building number three will be a complete Hand to hand 
combat gym for training and next to that will be a fifty by sixty SIM’s house. 
 

The exterior of the facility will Feature a ¼ mile black top leading to the 
rear of building for explosive breaching. Other exterior features will include a 747 
or Dc10 complete air craft for live fire and SIM’s training. Also included will be an 
assortment of school buses cargo containers, tractor-trailers, full size rail cars & 
passenger cars, and a rubble city for cadaver/drug training. 

  
Sniper range. The facility will have a full 12 position 2000, 1000, 500, 250 

meter range elevated at 10 feet. 
 
The Shoot house will have the latest in emergency communications with 

911 for any misfortunate accident’s and a semi complete emergency room with 
everything needed to stabilize a person should something happen. No doctor on 
duty Bring your own EMT. 

  



The shoot house will have a complete command center for trainers to 
observe the house with 60 inch LCD large TV’s in a comfortable setting. 

Also the video in the shoot house will be available to burn on DVD or to 
your department’s net work or to our class rooms for further training after the 
exercise. All video will be encrypted for commander’s use only. 

 
There will be locker rooms and showers, lounge for officers to lock up duty 

weapons while training. Vending machines, coffee maker microwave etc. 
 
 
 The reason of this brief is for further understanding of the Kill House’s 

facility and the gathering of letters of intent.  If the facility is what you were 
looking for please return completed letters to the kill house at 8139 W. Bryn 
Mawr Ave Norwood Park Il 60631 

If you or your department wishes to see the prints of the facility please feel 
free to call Sean McNulty for appointment. 

 
 

Thank you for your time and attention. 
 
Sean C. McNulty 
President  
The Illinois police training college 
708-951-0100 

 
 
 

 


